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ALCOLIMIT BREATHALYSER’S - CONSUMER ELECTRONICS WINNER 2014 

May 29th, 2014 – At last night’s Australian Good Design Awards AlcoLimit Breathalysers was  

awarded the ‘Best in Category’ award for the Consumer Electronics section for their latest 

product ‘AlcoLimit BACtrack Smartphone Breathalyser’.  

The AlcoLimit BACtrack Smartphone Breathalyser is the latest innovation in breath alcohol 

detection technology for the general public’s use and seamlessly connects to your 

smartphone via Bluetooth 4.0.  The consumer’s %BAC (blood alcohol concentration) is 

displayed on the phone via the free app. available in Google Play and the App Store. 

Consumers are then provided with tools to analyse their %BAC readings over the course of 

the night or several weeks. Zeroline guestimates how long it will take the consumers %BAC 

to reach zero and be safe to drive. Consumers can then upload their results to social media 

via Facebook and Twitter. They can tag each drink they consume, take photos to upload 

with their results and add messages. 

Suzi Barrett, Product Development Manager at AlcoLimit Breathalysers states: 

 

 “the AlcoLimit BACtrack Smartphone Breathalyser is not a gadget, it is a professional 

quality breathalyser providing precise breath alcohol readings”.  

 

Precision is achieved via the Xtend Fuel Cell sensor technology – the same technology used 

by the Police breathalysers. AlcoLimit BACtrack Smartphone Breathalyser has certified 

accuracy under Australian Standard AS3547 and has been rigorously tested for its precision 

and durability.  

The aim in creating the design of the AlcoLimit BACtrack Smartphone Breathalyser was to 

provide consumers with a compact, professional grade breathalyser, to test themselves 

before they drive, at an affordable price. This device makes testing your %BAC on-the-go 

quick and easy with accurate results. 

 

Suzi Barrett, Product Development Manager at AlcoLimit Breathalysers states:  

 

“Connection to an app is essential for many products in today’s society and the clever 

integration of the breathalyser to a user-friendly, interactive and educational app was the 

natural next step for our product range”.  

 

“After 13 years in the business of manufacturing and selling breathalysers, this is one 

product we are truly excited about!” 

The AlcoLimit BACtrack Smartphone Breathalyser retails for $249 in major consumer 

electronics stores and other retail outlets and is available online at www.bactrack.com.au or 

phone 1300 667 661 or 02 9939 3077. 

http://www.bactrack.com.au/

